
FIELDWORK ON THE LINE OF THE CORPUSTY/SAXTHORPE LINK ROAD, 2001

A POSSIBLE TANNING OR RETTING COMPLEX

by Sarah Bates

with eontrilmtions by Val Fryer. Richenda Goffin and Lucy Talbot

SUMMARY

The Norfolk Archaeological Unit (NAU) undertook fieldwork during 200/ on the line of the

Corpnsty to Sarthorpe Link Road. Some linearfeatt(res and a group ofpits on low-lying7 land a

little to the north of the River Bare may have related to medieval. and possibly post—medieval.

tanning or retting, Environmental assessment suggested that they had been (leaned out after

use and bar/{filled with agricultural debris. Deposits relating to the formerly marshy nature of

the area were also revealed, inelnding part ofa possible hard—standing or path leading towards

the river. To the south—west of the site, two pits seen during a watt-hing brief may also have

related to tanning.

Introduction

(Fig. 1)

The site (Norfolk Sites and Monuments Record 36118) was located on the westem side of Post

Office Lane just to the south—east of the villages of Corpusty and Saxthorpe in the Bure Valley

(TG l165 3002. Fig. 1). It was approximately 100m from the northern bank of the river on a

slight slope at the edge of the floodplain. On the other side of the lane. the land sloped steeply

up to the north—east.

The excavation was necessitated by the imminent construction of the B1149 relief road.

bypassing the village centres and the existing river crossing. [I followed archaeological

assessment of the entire line of the proposed road (Flitcroft and Penn 199-111 and b) and the

discovery by evaluation trenching of a number of pits. thought likely to be industrial in nature.

at the present site (Trimble 2001). Knowledge of rural industry during the medieval period is

limited (Wade 1997) and information recorded about industrial processes would provide

valuable insights into practices during the period. The excavation was part of a programme of

work that included a watching brief on the stripping of topsoil from the length of the new road

and on the removal of soil and peat deposits from either side of the river.

The excavation took place between 20 August and 7 September 3001 and was carried out on

behalf of Norfolk County Council. The site archive is currently held by Norfolk Museums and

Archaeological Service. following the relevant policy on archiving standards.

Baekgronnd

Corpusty and Saxthorpe lie on opposite banks of the River Bare in its upper reaches. The

underlying geological deposits are glacial sands and gravels. overlaid by alluvial deposits in the

valley bottom. Both village names incorporate a Scandinavian element suggesting a later Saxon

origin. ‘Saxthorpe‘ 7 Saxi‘s thorpe tthorpe being Old Norse for farmstead/village) and

‘Corpusty' i Corp‘s (or possibly Korpr'st sty tkorpr being raven. sty being path. or possibly pig

sty). The villages are recorded in Domesday and it is likely that both are late pie—Conquest  
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creations within land—units that were once much larger. St Andrew‘s church at Saxthorpe was

probably founded in the late 10th or llth century and much altered in the 14th century. The

present church of St Peter at Corpusty is probably of 14th—century date. although the presence

of iron—bound conglomerates in its fabric suggest an earlier (Saxo—Norman) church may have

existed at the site. The Domesday survey records two mills at Saxthorpe. probably close to the

village centre and river crossing and possibly in the area still occupied by a 17th—century mill.

The present site lies in the ecclesiastical parish of Saxthorpe but both Villages now form the

modern parish of Corpusty. Tithe maps of Corpusty (1839) and Saxthorpe (1842) show the

parishes divided by the river; a former meander just to the south of the present site survives

today as a ditch. draining into the main river at its south end (Fig. 1). The tithe maps show that

almost all of the area in the vicinity of the site was pasture. with some arable as the land rose

to the north.

No archaeological sites or finds were known from the line of the new road prior to its

evaluation. However. the recorded findspot of a Neolithic jade axe and the site of a possible

chapel lie about 150m to the north of the present site (Fliteroft and Penn 1994a).

Archaeological evaluation of the road—line involved the excavation of six trenches (Trimble

2001). Five. spaced along the roadline to the north of the present site. were devoid of

archaeological features or deposits. and two proposed trenches to the south of the river were not

eventually dug due to flooding. Hence a sixth trench. in the area of the present site. was doubled

in length to 20m, Here. a number of intercutting pits and linear features were partly excavated.

The pits appeared to be deep and steep—sided. and their lower fills were waterlogged. It was

thought that they might have been used for soaking or ‘retting‘ flax. Interestingly. a footbridge

across the river to the south—east of the site is known locally as the Racketer. or Retting. Bridge

_ ‘Racketer‘ is thought to have derived from ‘retting' or ‘retter‘ (Wilson lid. 24 and 78. Fig. l).

   
Plate 1 General view of the excavation. looking south-west: possible tanningr’retting pits

under excavation at centre right. Photo 361 18 52 by Sarah Bates.  
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M()t/rm/

The area of the excavation (20 X 30m) was stripped of topsoil under archaeological supervision

by a mechanical excavator with a ditching bucket (Figs 1 and 2). Spoil. exposed surfaces and

features were scanned visually and by metal detector. All finds. other than obviously modern

artefacts. were retained for inspection.

All archaeological features and deposits were sample—excavated and recorded using standard

NAU procedures. Soil samples were taken for environmental assessment with the aim of

establishing the function of the excavated features. The weather was fine and dry during the

period of the excavation but work was hindered by the wet or flooded nature of many features

and deposits. due to the low—lying position of the site and the high water—table.

Results of excavation

(Figs 14)

Large linear feature

(Fig. 2)

A very wide feature ran across the site near its north—eastern edge. It had been recorded in the evaluation trench as wide.

shallow and flatebottomed. with a deeper ditch-like part along its southern edge tTrirnble ZOOl. 23 and 5). Small

segments excavated during the present work showed that it continued across the width of the site.

Ditch 52. on the feature‘s south—west flank. was 0.55m deep. with a very compact fill of grey brown silt sand with

sortie small stones and flecks ofcharcoal. A sherd of l2thil4th century pottery was found within it. The stnall excavated

part of the larger feattrre (87) was 0.25m deep. with a slightly less compacted fill running over the fill of the narrower

ditch. The two features were probably roughly contemporary with the upper fill of the wide feature spreading across

the top of the narrower 53 when it was partly infillcd. The origin and purpose of the features are unclear bill they

possibly related to drainage. rtrnnitrg as they do along the line of the contours at a distinct break in the slope down

towards the river:

Pits in the northern part of site

(Fig. 2)

Pits St) and N.” extended beyond the northAcastern edge of the site. They were 0.33m and 0.16m deep respectively and

both contained grey brown silt sand. l’it 84. further to the south. was 0.45m deep and contaitted orangey brown sand

silt. lts southern edge merged into the wide linear feature: the relationship between the two was unclear. The pit had

been cttt by a modern disturbance to its northeeast. Nottc of the pits produced any finds.

Intercutting pits in the central part of the site

(Figs 24)

At least eight. and probably nine. pits were revealed in the central part of the site (Fig. 2). They are described here in

stratigraphic order although exactly which of them. if any. were open simultaneously is unclear. The earliest features

were pits IZ4 and lit and probable pit /()/. Due to truncation. no relationships were established between them.

Pu 134. in the centre of the group, had been ctrt away on all sides. It was flatvbottotned artd quite shallow. lts fills

consisted largely of rcdcpositcd natural sands and clay sands with occasional flecks of charcoal. .—\ sher‘d of pottery of

llthel—lth century date was present (deposit [30).

The steeply sloping north-eastern side of pit ln‘n’ cttt the edge of the large linear feature. lts base lay below the level

of the water table and was not reached at a depth of 1.20111. The lowest c.\‘ca\ atcd fill tl45. sample o) was a dark bluish~

grey clay silt which became greenisbecolourcd with depth and included tnttch organic material. including pieces of bark.

The upper pit fills w erc largely rcdcpositcd natural clay sands. with some more silty material. Seven sherds of thhil-ltb

century pottery came frotn the uppermost fill.

l’robablc pit [0/ had been ctrt by pit 73‘. It had steeply sloping sides and a rounded base. lts lower fills were a grey

  
clay sand with flecks of charcoal (/05) atrd deposits of blackish orange sand and grey clay sand with charcoal and piec s

of waterlogged wood arid bark (/04 and NH), The mi\ed nature of the latter two suggested they represented backfill.

Above thenr was rcdcpositcd sand clay silt IUD. No finds came frorn the pit.  
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Pit ‘0 was sulH'ectangulai: It cut the south-western side of pit [3-1 and was 0.84m deep. with a concave bottom and

almost vertical sides. .—\t its base was a thin layer of dark grey silt clay with tnttch fibrotts organic tnaterial (72. satnple

I). Filling the rest of the pit was a brownish yellow sand. 7/. No finds came from the pit.

Pit "3 truncated pits 10/ and 124. It was suberectangular with steeply sloping sides. which stepped inwards at a depth

of 0.60m. lts base was reached at a depth of 1m towards its centre. but further to the south it was deeper and remained

flooded. The lo\\ est e\ca\'ated fill w s a mottled dark-coloured clay sand with charcoal and pieces of waterlogged wood

(7‘). sample 3). Above it. a layer of redeposited subsoil [00 was overlaid by probable dtitnps of organic sand (7( ') and

mottled sand clay with charcoal (9‘)). Eight sherds of l lthil-lth century pottery were fotind in the upper sandy fill. 74.

 

Pit 7o cut the eastern side of pit 70. It was suba‘eetangular in shape and was excavated until ground water w as

encountered. at a depth of 1.05m. Its almostwertieal sides sloped inwards near the base of excavation. suggesting the

bottom had almost been reached The lowest excavated fills were a 'cessi-like greenish grey clay sand (/10. sample 5)

and a dark-coloured clay sand \\ ith organic fibres. small twigs and flecks of charcoal (10‘). sample 4). Above these w ere

redeposited mixed orangey brown and brown grey clay sands (/08, [07 and 77). The northeeastern corner of this pit

had been cut by pit 134.

The extent of pit [3-1 was unclear; it cut pit 7o btit had been cut away on its western side. Its eastern side sloped

steeply at the top. and then more gently with depth. The pit contained mottled or stained orange and grey silt sands and

sand silts. with one sherd of pottery of l lth~l4th century date.

Pit 12s cttt pits [33. 73 and 134. Where excavated. its base was reached at a depth of 0.55m, 11 contained various

redeposited clay sands. sortie slightly silty with flecks of charcoal.

Pit 12.? cut the eastern side of pit 133‘, It had been partly excavated in the evaluation trench. It was sub-rectangular

with steeply sloping sides. In its bottom. at a depth of about 0.80m below the stripped surface. five stakes (1-16, lit),

I47, 14s and [49) had been driven into the natural clay. roughly spaced around its north-eastern side. They were broken

off at the pit base but extended into the clay to a maximum depth of 0.39111. Their diameters ranged from ()Aoitlfiomm

and all had been sharpened to points by chopping. probably with an axe. Perhaps the stakes once supported a lining to

the pit (although no such ‘lining‘ survived) or related to sortie process occurring within it. The primary pit fill was a

mixed orange grey clay silti H3. above which was a layer of lime. I23. This was 0.20m in thickness and extremely

hard: it had to be removed by machine. Above it. in paleAcoloured silt [2], were 22 sherds of pottery. all but one from

a pipkin of lothAISth century date of which part had been fotind in the feature during the evaluation. Animal bone. the

only such material from the site. was also found in this deposit. In the top of the pit was a reddish brown silt clay 14/

(not illustrated).

Linear feature 95

(Figs 2 and 4)

Immediately to the south of the group of pits was a linear feature. 95. It had steeply sloping sides and a flat bottom and

may have been a pit or the western terminus of a ditch. The primary fill was a fine bluish grey sand silt (90). which

fomied a thin layer across the bottom of the feature and ran up to the surface at its southern side, The tnain fill was an

orange brown sand clay (97) with grey silty lenses and occasional flints. lts laminated nature suggested that it may have

been deposited by episodic flooding. Three sherds of | lth—l—lth century pottery were found in the feature.

Organic deposits at the south edge of the site

(Fig. 2)

A series of deposits in the southern part of the site related to the formerly marshy nature of the area. Only slightly to

the south of the site itself the land was wet and marshy at the time of excavation.

Patches of very dark grey brown organic silt sand and orange brown sand gravel were exposed by machinc—stripping

of the area. These deposits altemated. with intermittent layers infilling the lowerilying area demarcated by a relatively

sharp break in the slope down towards the river, The silts represented the development of marsh on the floodplain. and

apparently sandy gravel had been dumped into the marshy area. Perhaps the latter had been dtig otit from the pits:

conceivably it was dutnped to help reclaim the flooded area.

A broad irregular linear feature. running parallel with the edge of the organic silts. was examined by sondage ()I. It

contained grey silt sand clay with gravel. burnt flint and flecks of charcoal. a few sherds of pottery of Late Saxon and

early medieval date and. at the top. a patch of redeposited sand and gravel. Excavation was extended sotith—wcstwards

by machine and showed the natural sand and gravel sloping down irregularly. btit quite steeply. to a depth of about a

metre in the corner of the site. The excavated sediments represented the edge of floodplain peats. and inclttdcd

waterlogged roots and twigs and some coarse colluvial material washed from higher upslope (details in archive).

Similar deposits were also seen to the east in small sondage 58.
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Too short gullies ran northwards and northAeastwards from the edge of the former marsh deposits. Both contained

grey brown silt sand and some gravel. Gully ()5 was well-defined but no relationship could be established between it

and the edge of the organic silts. Gully [/5 was flat—bottomed with steeply sloping sides. [I cut the edge of the silt

deposits but \\ as not traced far southwards. lts fill included lumps and flecks of orange sand clay and charcoal and a

sherd of llth—l—lth century pottery. The gullies might have channelled water into or out of the pits to the north.

.—\ shallow sub-rectangular ‘feature‘ (50) appeared to cut the silt deposits but may in fact have represented a distinct

deposit of dutnped material. It ‘contained‘ an orange brown clay sand. occasional gravel and a shcrd of llththh—

century pottery.

‘TPath

(Fig. 2)

Near the south-western corner of the site a spread of stones was recorded (Fig. 2. inset). Marsh silts were represented

by dark grey brown organic silt [06. while two timber stakes (/19 and 130) appeared to ‘retain‘ the eastern edge of the

stone spread oo‘. whose southern edge extended beyond the excavated area. The spread consisted mainly of tlints of

average size 0,05%110111. with a few very large pieces (1'. 0.30m) and some smaller ones. There were also a few pieces

of lavastone and sandstone. The stones had been deliberately laid (verified by the reused lavastone 7 see below and

the timber stakes). presumably as a hardvstanding in the marshy area. The extent and alignment of the stones and stakes

suggested that a narrow path. possibly relating to the pitAassociated activity. might have headed towards the river.

 

Overlaying the stones. and postedating abandonment of this surface. was an accumulation of sand silts with small

stones. fragments of burnt flint. and flecks of charcoal.

Results of watching brief

(Figs 1.5 and 6)

After the main excavation was completed. the road contractors stripped off the silt and peat

deposits from the low—lying marshy area to its south—west. The area quickly flooded but

pumping enabled part of it to be recorded archaeologically. Two. perhaps three. features

containing deposits of lime similar to that seen in pit 123 (above) were identified.

Two sub—rectangular pits were located about 25m south-west of the excavation area. Pit 5/3 was recorded in plan

after its upper part had (presumably) been removed during machining It contained a creamy white deposit of lime (5/4)

with occasional bluish green staining Pit 5/5 cut through layers of sand silt into an organic silty peat (537). below

which lay floodplain peat (528). In its base. a dark brown fine silt (53.?) and a black organic silt (5/7: not in section)

were overlain by a thick layer of creamy white lime. 5H). and deposits of organic silt (53/) and mottled grey and dark

orange sand silt (530), The latter apparently post-dated the infilling of the pit as it extended beyond its edges.

A paleicoloured lime or chalk deposit was also seen a short distance to the south—west in the northern bank of the

River Bure. It was observed while lying partly under water. but the absence of similar deposits occurring naturally in

the area suggested that it may have represented a third. similar. feature.

Topsoil stripping along the road line to the north of the main excavation was monitored by an archaeologist. hat the

use of large mechanical scrapers meant that no clean stripped surface was produced. Nothing of archaeological interest

\\ as seen. A few finds. all of modern date. were recovered by metal-detector.

In the field immediately to the south of the Bure. a thick layer of sand silt colluvium below the topsoil was removed

to a depth of lm by the contractors. A possible gully or pit and a possible post-hole were partly excavated but were

undated (details in archive).

Artefacts

Pottery

by Richenda Goffin

INIrm/m lion

Eighty-six fragments of post-Roman pottery. weighing [239g were recovered They consist mostly of medieval and

post—medieval material. A small quantity of Late Saxon pottery is also present.  
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Mel/mil

Pottery was identified by fabric and form and quantified by sherd count and weight. Details of condition were noted.

Approximate date ranges were given for the pottery from each context. Fabric codes currently used by the NAU are

based on the typology of Norwich ceramics established by Jennings (Jennings 1981). with additions from the Suffolk

Archaeological Unit typology (unpublished fabric code list). Pottery was recorded on pro—forma recording sheets and

an Excel spreadsheet.

Lure StLVO/Iit’tll‘f-V medieval

Two joining fragments of a sandy greyware. probably Thetford-type ware. were recovered. along with pottery of a

slightly later date. from the former marsh deposits in sondage ()1.

Mt‘t/ft’l‘tlf

Fifty-seven sherds of medieval pottery were found. often small and abraded. Forty»seven sherds are of an unglazed

sandy ware of llthil—lth century date. Three body sherds of Early Medieval ware are present. together with larger

quantities of Local Medieval Unglazed wares. Two vessel types were identified: a cooking vessel orjar of llth—century

form with simple everted rim from 6/ anti a bowl fragment made from a Local Medieval Unglazed variant from a

redeposited sand layer (09) in the area of the former marsh. The latter was distinguished from the harder grey Norwich

Local Medieval Unglazed ware by its soft. worn and partially oxidised nature.

Two sherds of Grimston Unglazed ware were found in pit 73. but these are not typical examples of the fabric and

may be more accurately described as Local Unglazed ware.

Eleven pieces of glazed Grimston—type ware of late llth—l-lth century date are present. and two joining fragments

of a tniscellaneous thick-walled ungla/ed sandy greyware came from the lower fill of linear feature 95.

l’o.\'/~mct/ieva/

Twenty-one sherds. sortie large. from a substantial Glazed Red Earthenware pipkin with collared rim were found in an

upper fill of pit 123. Sherds from the same vessel were recovered from the same pit during the evaluation of the site

(Trimble 2001). A large fragtncnt of a Local Medieval Transitional ware jar with a wide band of thumbing applied

directly under the rim was found in the satne pit fill.

Coin-lirritmr'

The pottery is mainly medieval in date. and features small fragments of Local Unglazed wares that cannot be

provenanced precisely. In addition fragments of Grimstonitype ware from the west of Norfolk are present. both gla7ed

and plain. No imported wares are present,

Lavastone

by Richenda Goffin

Eight fragments of lavastonc formed part of a spread of stones that may have made up a pathway ((78).

Three lavastonc fragments (SF4). two of them joining. are of a dark grey stone with vesicles and mineral inclusions

typical of the volcanic lavastone from the MayenANeidermendig area ofthe Eifel Hills. Germany, The largest piece has

vesicles up to lmm in diameter. and contains dark crystals of pyroxene up to 4mm long. Such lavastone is particularly

suitable for grinding. since the vesicles are continually worn away and replaced by fresh ones (David Williams. 17ers.

cont/n.) and there are few loose grits to contaminate the end product. lts vesicular nature meant that the stone was

comparatively light to transport. and quantities were imported into England during the Roman period. It has also been

found on Middle Sayon sites and it continued to be imported and used throughout the medieval period and beyond.

Although considerably abraded. the largest fragment was from a qucrn (13mm in height at its inner or centre edge.

where the external surface is still intact and had been dressed to form a central hole (diameter (1 120mm]. There is no

indication of dressing for the insertion of a rynd. One other worked surface remains but is flat and worn: it was

impossible to determine whether it had formed the upper or lower surface of the stone.

 

Another five pieces of the same type of lavastonc. were found (SF

051nm. with part of a dressed edge giving a diameter of 1'. 100mm for the central hole itself (Syson 1965. 12m. Each

‘i. The best»preserved fragment has a height of

fragment has dressed furrows on one surface. cut deeply. at intervals of t‘. 10mm. These are parallel apart from on the

fragment with the dressed edge. which is heavily abraded but which show s some convergence of furrow s. The diameter

of the hole and size of furrows suggest that these fragments are from a millstonc rather than a quernstone. The furrowcd

surfaces show evidence of wear. The present mill (built in 169‘): Wilson lid. 21) is only about 300m away from the

site and the pieces of millstonc may well be from there. or from earlier ntills sited on the river nearby.  
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Sample No. l 2 3’ 5 6 X 9 l/

Context N0. 73 7A” 79 /()9 III} [-15 [32 [-12 5/7

Cereals

Cereal indet. (grain) xu

HUN/(Hill 5p. (burlex) (grains) xc xc

(ruchis nudes) xc

(ruchis inlcrnodc frugs.) xc

Herbs

Agrmrummu xii/lug!) L. (corn tackle) xxtt‘ xcflf x xcfll' xtt' xit‘

Alwyn/[ix urrwm'x L. (scarlet pimpcrnel) x

Ant/1mm win/u L. (stinking mnywced) x xx

Are/lurid Sp. (sundwort) x

xlxrcmi'cuc indci. x

:lII‘I'p/(‘A' sp. (or-ache) \ \ x xxx x

Brilxxii'u Sp. (cabbage/turnip) x x

Ccntum‘m 5p. \ x x

C. i;\'miu.\' L, (comllower) xcf x

C nigru L. (knzlpweed) xcfif

CllI’llUlnlllillfll (ll/mm L. (fut hen) x x x x xc

Cfii'i/ililzun Sm (fig‘lCLWCd gooscfoot) x x x

(7mmIlimliui'vui’ indet. xxtl‘

Cirximn sp. (thistle) x

Fullopiu L‘lilll‘UIl‘lI/IU' (L.) A. Low (black x

bindweed)

Fumuriu ij‘i’i'mu/ix L. (fumitory) x

CHICO/nix spi (hemp-nettle) x

Humu/ux [HIM/[IX Li (bracts) (hop) xcf

Lumimn sp. (dead—nettle) x

Lil/731N111 i'unmumix L, (nippleworl) x x

Leon/mlun Sp. (hawkbit) x x

Lypidi‘um sp. (pepperworl) xcl’

Li/mm ll.¥fftlfi.Y.Yilllllrll L. (flax) xcf

Pupm'yr urge/none L. (prickly-headed x X x

POPP.VJ

P. (lubimn L. (longhcaded poppy) xcf

Pcrxii'urm mumrIm‘u/[ll/nillzifblimn x x x

(redshunk/pale persicuriu)

Plumuyr) major L. (greater plunmin) xcl' x

Pom-cue index. (grass) x x xc

Pn/ygummi (trim/arc L. (knotgmss) x x xxx x x xc

Runmu‘ulus Sp. x

R. uu‘ix‘rc/u’m(bulb/Lynx x x

(meadow/creeping/bulhous buttercup)

Rap/mum I'uplzuni.\'{r1mz Li (wild radish) x x xx \L x

Rumm' 5p. (dock) x x x x

R. m (’lUA‘U/lu L. (sheep's sorrel) x x xx x

Sv/erun/llux ummm L. (knawel) x x xx

Si/mc sp. (campinn) x x x x

Sinupix \‘p, (nightshade) xtl‘ xlf x x

Spy/jgu/u urrenxix L. (Corn spurrcy)    
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Sample No. I 3 3 J S I) 8 9 l /

Context N0. 72 78 79 [09 ll() [45 I22 142 5/7

Sly/[arm xp. x x

S. yrumim’u L. (lesser stilehwort) x x

S. rim/{u (L.) \Y/l, (ehiekweed) x ,x xx ,\

T/I/tlA'lil urrvnx‘y L. (field pcnnywress) x

Uri/Tu zlinim L. (stinging nettle) x

Liv/u sp. (heuriscuse) x xef

Wetland plants

.rlpium gl'm'm/Unx L. (wild celery) xet‘

Carer xp. (sedge) .xcl‘

.lum'ux 5p, (rush) ,x xx xcf xx

'l‘rees/shrubs

.‘\('(‘I’ 5p. (fir/[1) (sycamore) xpm

Ru/mx sp. xl'g xlg xfg xfg

R. meet. Glundulox‘us Wimmer & Grub. x x

(hrumhle)

Sum/)m‘lm‘ Higru L. (cldcrherry) ,xfg

()ther plant macrofossils

Charcoal] <3mm ,xx x \.x x xx xxx xx .x

Charcoal >2mm xx

Charred mot/r11imme/slcm x

Pn'rizlflml aqui/inmn (L.) Kuhn (pinnule) x xxc xx x x x

(hrueken)

(stem lrugs) .xc

Willer‘loggcd root/rhHome/stem xxx xx xx x xx xx xx x x

Waterlogged wood l‘rugs xx xx x

Innlctlmrk x x

lndetbudx xx .xc

lndelronil'er needle xc

In<let.culm node x

lndclinflorescence 1111145. xc

lntlclleut tings x

lntlelmoxx x x x

Indemeedx x x x x x

Imlel.thom.\ (Rum type) K x xc

lndeLtwigs x xc xx xxx x

()ther material

Black pm‘oux 'cokey‘ muleriul x

(‘ulcureoux concrelionx xX\ xxx ;

'I‘ulueeoux‘ eoner‘etionx xxx ;

VVuterlngged arthropods x x x x \x \ x xxx

Sample mlume (litres) 155 455 355 4 8 45‘s 2 2 1055 ‘

Volume of Hot (litres) 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 <0.1 0.1 0.1 <0.1 <0.l 1

% flut sorted 25% 25 Wt 50% 50% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% ‘ 
 

x : 1710 specimens: xx = 107100 specimens; xxx : 100+ specimens. 1

C : charred; 11‘ : Iexul fragment: lg : fragment: xx = sub—sample. 1

Table 1 Plum mucrol‘oxsilx and other renmim~ 7 
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Flint

Irv Sarah Bates

\ine unmodified flakes. two scrapers (one on part of a probable blade). a possible piercer and a utilised flake were

found. The material is of prehistoric date and was residual at the site.

A relatively large amount of burnt flint (176 fragments. weighing l304g) was recovered: forty pieces came from the

fill of linear feature 95. The rest. mainly front the organic silts at the southern side ofthe site. was mostly of quite similar

small size and calcined. it probably represents material that had been deliberately heated for use as ‘potboilers'. to heat

water for cooking or some other purpose (Bates and Wiltshire 3000). The nearby river and the formerly wet nature of

the site would have provided an ideal environment for such activity. The material could date to the prehistoric period

or later.

Other finds

liv Luc_v Talbot

(All finds from the watching brief are of post-medieval or modern date. and are listed in the site archive.)

Two pieces of postanedieval brick and pantile. weighing 14g. were found in an upper fill of pit 123 and two small

pieces ofunidentifiahle vitrified material (13g). possibly associated with metalworking. were recovered from the former

marsh deposits in sondage 61. A silver sterling penny of Edward 1 (127971307: SFl ). a copper alloy Victorian halfpenny

of 1886 (SF2) and a postemedieval copper/tin 'white metal‘ flat discoidal button (SFS) came from the topsoil and

subsoil.

Environmental Evidence

Animal bone

/7_\' Julie Curl

Fauna] remains. weighing 200g and almost certainly representing butchering waste. were recovered from pit II}.

Chopped tibia and mandible fragments from cattle. other butchered remains probably of cattle. and a chopped shecp

humerus were identified.

Plant maerofossils and other remains

by Val Fryer

Ilrrrmlm'limi

Samples from the intercutting pits thought possibly to have been associated with tanning or relting were assessed to

ascertain whether evidence for either practice survived.

Met/rod.)

Samples were processed by manual water t1otation/washover. collecting the flots in a 500 micron mesh sieve. Most flots

contained waterlogged plant remains and were kept wet until sorted. The wet retents were scanned under a binocular

microscope at magnifications up to x16. and plant rnacrofossils and other remains noted are listed in Table l.

Nomenclature follows Stace (1997). Charred and waterlogged macrofossils. the latter predominant. were recorded.

Tabulated material is waterlogged unless otherwise stated.

Plant remains noted during scanning are categorised as follows: cereals. herbs. wetland plants. trees/shrubs and other

plant macrofossils. The presence of other materials is noted. The relative density of material within each sample is

expressed as follows: x = 1—10 specimens. xx : llkllltl specimens and xxx : 100+ specimens. Non-floating residues

were collected in a lrnm mesh sieve and sorted when dry. Small fragments of pottery and animal bone. and samplcs of

lime. were extracted and retained for analysis as appropriate.

Rem/tr of zl.t‘.\r'.\'.\‘mcm

tTable l I

Plum l)I(l('/'I)/i).\'.\f/.\. Cereal grains/chaff and seeds of common weed species occurred at varying densities in all samples.

Charred and waterlogged macrofossils were recovered. Charred material was rare but generally well preserved.

although somewhat fragmented. The waterlogged plant material was moderately well preserved. allhotlgh certain

specimens were very degraded.  
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Cereals. Charred cereals (barley. Hon/yum sp.. and an indeterminate grain) and chaff elements were recorded as

single specimens from four samples (1.4. X and 9),

Wildflnru. Seeds/fruits of common weed species were present in all samples. Segetal taxa were predominant but

wetland plant macrofossils were also noted in five samples (1. 3. 3. 4 and X). including possible poorly preserved

secds/nutlets of wild celery (Apimn gl'uvm/r'nx) and sedge (Ca/12v so).

TI'('(‘/'.\'/Il‘llb nit!('i‘()_/'0.\'xi/.\' were very rare. They included a poorly preserved fruit of sycamore/field maple (At'cr sp.)

in sample 11.

()l/zel' p/un/ nrut'l'o/‘msi/x. Fragments of charcoal and waterlogged root. rhizome or stem were present throughout at

varying densities. Charred and/or waterlogged bracken (I’mrirlimn uqm'li/mm) pinnules and stem were common in

samples 1 and 3. and present elsewhere Other plant macrofossils included waterlogged wood and bark fragments. buds.

moss. thorns and twigs.

()I/rr’r material. Waterlogged arthropod remains were present in most samples. Brittle white calcareous concretions

and friable tufaceous concretions were common in samples 8 and 9 and sample 11 respectively,

Dixt‘mxinn

A range of plant remains is present. Dryland segetal weed seeds are predominant in samples 2. 3 and 4. from the lower

fills of pits 73’ and 76. Given the close proximity of the river these seem unlikely to represent the local flora and may

be derived from rubbish gleaned from nearby agricultural land. Bracken pinnules. twigs. buds and tltorns may represent

refuse from litter/bedding and from hedge clearance. The material from samples I and 5 (lower fills of pits 70 and 76}

may also represent agricultural waste. although a far lower density of macrofossils is present in samples 2.3 and 4.

The remaining plant assemblages probably consist largely of windeblown detritus and contain insufficient material

to be conclusively interpreted However. samples 8 and 9 and sample ll. from pits 133 and 515 respectively. contain

high densities of calcareous or tufaceous concretions. Both are precipitates from lime-rich water and are almost

certainly related to the deposits of lime ill the pits.

The plant macrofossil asserttblages appear to be derived frotn secondary deposits within the pits and give little or no

indication of their original function. No evidence survives for either retting or tanning, Probable agricultural/pastoral

refuse was dumped in pits 70. 73’ and 76 while the samples from pits I23 and 5/5 reflect the lime deposits within them,

Given the virtrral absence of macrofossil evidence for invasive weed/scrub growth. it appears that backtrlling occurred

very soon after the pits ceased to be functional.

Conclusions

Excavation revealed the extent and nature of the pits that were only partially seen in the

evaluation trench. They were deep. probably flat—bottomed. features that were fairly regular in

shape and size. They seem likely to have performed an industrial function.

The steep—sided nature of the pits. with no sign of slumping at their edges. the excavated

deposits and the environmental evidence all suggest that the pits had been infilled soon after

disuse. Any material being processed in the pits would. by its nature. have been removed once

treatment was completed: the empty pits their seem to have been deliberately backfilled.

Environmental evidence suggests that waste from agricultural activities was dumped in the pits.

The location of the pits away from the village centre and close to the river is in keeping with

the character of industrial processes such as tanning and retting. both of which require water

and produce noxious pollutants.

Retting of flax. or hemp. for linen production involved soaking plant stetns in water to soften

them so that the inner fibres could be extracted and processed for spinning and weaving, The

stems would be soaked in pools for about two weeks. being turned in water which was

sometimes directed between interlinked retting pools by series of channels and sluices. At

Grindleton in Lancashire such features run roughly parallel to the River Ribble and may

represent part of a former course of the river. There flat—topped banks. which probably acted as

flood barriers. were also used for laying out the retted flax to dry (Higham 1989). At Repps with

Bastwick in east Norfolk. a number of pits were excavated on the line of the Bacton to Great  
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Yannouth Gas Pipeline. Some of these were excavated to below the level of the water table and

contained \\'aterlain grey and blue/grey clayey silts and organic material. They are thought

likely to relate to retting or to basting. the preparation of bark for cord or cloth production

(Green in prep.). The large intercutting pits excavated at Corpusty/Saxthorpe are comparable

with those from Repps with Bastwick. although not with those seen in Lancashire. There is no

environmental or other evidence to prove that they were used for this purpose. However, the

fact that there is historical reference to retting taking place in the vicinity of the present site is

significant. and both at Repps with Bastwick and at sites in Lancashire (Highain 1989. 38—40)

place—name evidence has assisted in the identification of retting sites. The linear features. as

well as the pits. at the present site could potentially relate to such activity but the excavated

segments do not allow a fuller interpretation.

Tanning is the treatment of prepared hides. usually of cattle. to produce leather. There are

several stages in the process. which can take more than a year to complete (Blair and Ramsey

1991). The hides may be treated with lime or wood ash to remove the hair. scraped clean.

washed and soaked in infusions of dung. stale beer or urine. immersed and stirred around in

weak tanning liquor. and then left in pits with a tanning material 7 usually oak bark ~ for a

year. Shallow ‘handling’ pits for the initial processes and deeper ‘layaway’ pits for the final

tanning process might both be expected at tanning sites. A faster method of processing the skins

of smaller animals such as sheep and pigs is tawing. This involves the treatment of hides with

alum and other substances such as egg yolk. oil. butter or flour to produce a finer leather for the

manufacture of gloves and other garments (Heard 2000).

In rural areas tanneries were quite widespread during the medieval period (Blair and Ramsey

1991). William the Tanner was listed as living in Saxthorpe in 1275. and in the 16th to l7th

centuries tanners. combers. glovers. shoemakers and curriers. all representatives of trades

associated with leatherworking. are recorded as householders living in Corpusty and Saxthorpe

(Wilson n.d.. 21). The intercutting nature of the excavated pits means that. whatever their

purpose. they were probably used sequentially. possibly by people returning to the same spot on

an intermittent basis. If for tanning or tawing. perhaps the pits were used on a small scale by

farm-workers. as suggested by Wilson.

The deposits of lime seen in one of the excavated pits. and in those recorded during the

watching brief. may also relate to tanning. Lime from the treatment of animal skins has been

found in tanning pits at other sites (Blair and Ramsey I991. Shaw 1984) and it is noted that pairs

of pits (rather like those recorded during the watching brief at the present site) have been seen

at other tanning sites. although the distinctive black organic and white lime deposits have more

normally been recorded in separate pits (Quita Mould. pers. comm.) Although lime has many

uses (in building. agricultural. industrial and domestic contexts) its discovery in such wet and

waterlogged conditions seems likely to relate to a process which occurred in silt! there. and

which also required water. Slaking (or soaking lime in water to produce mortar) is another

process involving both raw materials. but this is much more likely to have occurred at the site

where the final product was intended for Lise. The timber stakes in the excavated pit might have

helped support a lining to contain whichever process was occurring in the pit. Wooden tubs or

vats and timber—lined pits are known from other tanning and tawing sites (Heard 2000. Shaw

1984). It is noted that both the stratigraphic and pottery evidence from the excavated pit

containing the lime suggested that it was of later date than the other intercutting pits. and

stratigraphic evidence from one of the pits in the watching brief area also suggests a relatively

late date. Thus the ‘lime—pit‘ may be unrelated to the other intercutting pits.
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At the south side of the site the excavated deposits indicate the development of marshland and

silt deposition on the floodplain. The deliberate placing of the (7revetted) stony area suggests

that access to river water was needed. and the small gullies rrray also be associated with a supply

of water for the processes taking place in the pits. Pottery from the silts and from the fill of one

gully dates to the satne period as that from the main group of pits. It is certainly of interest that

the course of the River Bure appears to have altered in the vicinity of the present site. Its

winding former line would have flowed very close to the site. particularly to the linear pit or

ditch to the south—east of the pit gr'oup and to the Retting Bridge. Possibly the river had been

canalised in this area to provide a separate channel for industrial use at the site.

The work at Corpusty/Saxthmpe has revealed interesting evidence for the ‘industrial‘ history

of the two villages. Unfortunately full interpretation of the excavated features and deposits is

difficult. due to an absence of suitable environmental evidence and other diagnostic material

and because it was impossible for practical reasons to expose more of the primary deposits

within the pits.
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